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DARE TO GO BARE

Students in Life Drawing class
recognize the aesthetic value
of the naked body through
drawings.

HOME RUN HERO

Eastern baseball player Matt Albert discusses the technique he
uses to secure a team-leading
record of 12 home runs this season.
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Student
Senate
talks finals
lobbying,
higher fees
Chrissy Miller
Administration reporter | @DEN_News
The Student Senate discussed student fee allocations and an increase
in graduation fees at its meeting
Wednesday.
Student senate member Edwyn
Mitchell said there would be a graduation fee increase for students. When
asked for more details he refused to
give further details because he did
not have the specific information,
such as the amount it would increase,
on hand.
Derek Pierce, student vice president of student affairs, said $50,000
was allotted to student government.
Pierce said the Apportionment Board
discussed carefully how they would
allot the funds throughout the entire
semester.
“We started with a blank slate
and went from there,” Pierce said.
“The cuts were just proportioned on
what the apportionment board wanted, which I felt was a good representation of campus because we had on
the board a member of ROTC, (an)
athlete, it was about a perfect 50-50
split of males and females. It was also
people involved in all sorts of different stuff across campus.”
Student Senate member Zac Cohen commented on a lobby day the
Student Senate participated in that
morning in Springfield to discuss the
higher education budget crisis. Cohen said there were six students and
two graduate assistants who participated.
“We were very productive in seeing how they do things,” Cohen said.
“My biggest takeaway is knowing
that they know they have a problem
with higher ed and they are trying to
fix it, instead of just thinking they’re
shoving us off to the side.”
Student Senate member Claire
Boarman said the academic affairs
committee is in the process of finalizing its plans to prepare students for
finals week. She said the committee is
planning to host Panther Scream, doit-yourself stress balls and a “Study
with Billy” activity, which would allow students to go to the library and
get pictures with the Billy the Panther mascot while preparing for exams.
Boarman said Panther Scream will
be noon the Monday before finals
week.
“I’m hoping this works better
by it being in the daytime around
lunch. It’s just everyone yells,” Boarman said. “I should probably tell (the
University Police Department,) but I
think they’ll be fine with it.”

Student Senate, page 5
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Members of Alpha Sigma Tau’s tugs team battle against Delta Delta Delta on Wednesday at the Campus Pond. Alpha Sigma Tau defeated Delta Delta
Delta with a time of 2:10.

Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha Sigma Tau,
Delta Zeta advance to Tugs final round

By Shadezja Garrett
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
Not even the heavy downpour of rain
could dull competitor’s spirits at Tugs
Wednesday afternoon.
Sororities Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha Sigma Tau and Delta Zeta won their
rounds and will move on to the final day
of Tugs on Friday. Mark Galvan, a senior kinesiology and sports studies major
and member of Sigma Nu, coached Sigma Sigma Sigma this year and was happy about the team’s performance against
Kappa Delta.
“They were amazing,” Galvan said.
“They took everything we did in training
and applied it perfectly. When it was time
to compete, they were focused and ready.”
Having participated in Tugs for the last
three years with Sigma Nu, Galvan was
ready to share his methods when asked to
coach. He told his team that participating

in the competition is a yearlong commitment. “The training is only half the battle.
These girls have to stay in shape for such
a physically demanding contest,” Galvan
said. “I feel that’s what makes the event
that much more grand. Greeks, students,
teachers, they all come out and see the excitement. This is the one event that everyone goes to.”
Kayla Cook, a senior recreation administration major and the Tugs captain
for Sigma Sigma Sigma, agreed that Tugs
is the most exciting event of the week, but
also said the same feeling is reciprocated in
other Greek Week festivities.
“Ask an Airbander the same question
and I’m sure they would say Airband was
the most exciting,” Cook said. “It’s just
that with Tugs, it’s not the easiest event,
so I do see it as a pretty impressive thing
when people do Tugs.”
Cook learned that participating in Tugs
can help build strong leadership skills and
it pushes people to their limits.

“The girls that participate in Tugs are
usually strong-willed and stubborn and
that makes them amazing Tuggers, but it
makes it very hard to guide them in a certain direction,” Cook said.
Galvan said members like this exist on
every team. “They weren’t that accepting
to authority, especially from someone they
may not know too well,” Galvan said. “I
just had to keep a respect level for them
as they did for me, while assuring them
that I’m here to help them win. We had a
mutual understanding of hard work and
work ethic. They give it their all, and I’ll
give it my all.”
Both Cook and Galvan could feel the
energy around Campus Pond.
“The energy before getting in the lane
to tug is like no other. It’s a combination
of nerves, excitement and a little bit of
anxiety,” Cook said.
Galvan said he had a serious, focused
vibe going into Tugs. “I more so felt it
from my team being so focused and ready

to win,” he said.
Tyler Stoklosa, a sophomore secondary
education major and member of Sigma
Chi, does not have previous experience in
Tugs, but felt his first coaching job with
Alpha Sigma Tau proved promising with
their win over Delta Delta Delta. “I felt
we exceeded expectations. The girls had
textbook form and (gave) their all into the
tug today. I was extremely proud of their
performance,” Stoklosa said.
Emily Mooneyham, a senior psychology major and member of Delta Zeta, said the women will go into
the next round of Tugs on Friday like
they have all season.
“Never give up and never back
down. My girls will give it their all
every time they step in that lane,”
Mooneyham said.

al assault.
She can remember the door locking behind her, the lights going off
and even the Food Network channel
playing in the background.
“I felt paralyzed,” she said. “I was
in such a deep shock.”
The first person Mortillaro opened
up to set the record straight for her.
“That’s rape, Jacks,” her friend
said.
Mortillaro, already in a deep de-

pression over her parents’ impending
divorce, sank even deeper.
“I did not know what was happening,” she said. “I was not going to be
the same person.”
In order to cope, Mortillaro
turned to alcohol.
She missed a lot of classes –
enough to fail out of nursing school
– and refused to acknowledge the
rape to her counselor.
Eventually, a voice in her head told

her to kill herself.
That night, Mortillaro took upward of 40 antidepressants and instantly felt relieved. She texted “I
love you” to her family and sent a
message to the friend she had originally opened up to.
Mortillaro’s concerned friend
called 911 and bolted over, staying
with her until paramedics could rush
Mortillaro to the hospital.
Awareness, page 5

Shadezja Garrett can be reached at
581-2812 or sdgarrett@eiu.edu

Sexual assualt suvivor raises awareness
By Mallory Kutnick
Campus Reporter | @DEN_News
Nobody ever prepared speaker Jackie Mortillaro for the moment
when a friend invited her into his
bedroom to “ask her a question” and
proceeded to violate her.
Mortillaro recalled everything
Wednesday evening as a part of a
series of events for the “It’s On Us”
campaign to raise awareness of sexu-
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican leaders prepared Wednesday to
send lawmakers home for a two-week
recess without voting on their troubled
health care bill, as prospects for a quick
deal among party factions moved farther out of reach.
Meanwhile, policy experts said the
latest GOP health care idea could mean
going back to a time when people with
medical problems were charged much
higher premiums for individual policies.
Thursday's House floor schedule
from Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy,
R-Calif., makes no mention of a health
care vote.

Conservatives and moderates
blamed each other for failure to come
to an agreement. Already in jeopardy, the GOP drive to repeal "Obamacare" could get more complicated as
weeks go by with no resolution of internal differences.

Illinois school race
centered on transgender bathroom issue
CHICAGO (AP) — School board
candidates who supported a plan to let
a transgender student use the girls' locker
room at a suburban Chicago school survived an election challenge in one of several local races that took on an issue that
has been the focus of state and national debate.

Tuesday's contest in the roughly
12,000-student, five-high school district
was a unique referendum on transgender
bathroom use. While numerous schools
and municipalities nationwide are grappling with the question, the issue overtook the election in suburbs northwest of
Chicago, which was the community's first
chance to weigh in at the ballot box.
Experts say the results in Palatine's
Township High School District 211
could provide guidance, and political cover, to other districts.

US appeals court bans
LGBTQ workplace bias
CHICAGO (AP) — A ruling by a
U.S. appeals court in Chicago reopens the
question of whether the 1964 Civil Rights

Nerve gas likely used in Syria attack
BEIRUT (AP) — Diplomats at
the U.N. Security council sparred
Wednesday over whether to hold
President Bashar Assad's government
responsible for a chemical weapons
attack that killed more than 80 people in northern Syria, while U.S. intelligence officials, Doctors Without
Borders and the U.N. healthy agency said evidence pointed to nerve gas
exposure.
The Trump administration and
other world leaders said the Syrian
government was to blame, but Moscow, a key ally of Assad, said the assault was caused by a Syrian airstrike

that hit a rebel stockpile of chemical
arms.
Early U.S. assessments showed the
use of chlorine gas and traces of the
nerve agent sarin in the attack Tuesday that terrorized the Syrian town of
Khan Sheikhoun, according to two
U.S. officials who weren't authorized
to speak publicly on the matter and
demanded anonymity.
Israeli military intelligence officers also believe Syrian government
forces were behind the attack, Israeli defense officials told the Associated
Press. Israel believes Assad has tons of
chemical weapons still in his arsenal,

despite a concerted operation three
years ago by the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
to rid the government of its stockpile, said the officials, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because they
weren't authorized to brief the media. Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan also blamed the Syrian government for the attack.
In Khan Sheikhoun, rescue workers found terrified survivors still hiding in shelters as another wave of airstrikes battered the town Wednesday.
Those strikes appeared to deliver only
conventional weapons damage.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Citing no evidence, President Donald
Trump on Wednesday accused his
predecessor's national security adviser
of breaking the law, one month after
he accused former President Barack
Obama of illegally wiretapping him.
In an interview with The New
York Times, Trump said Obama's
national security adviser, Susan
Rice, committed a crime when she
asked government analysts to disclose the names of Trump associates
documented in intelligence reports.
Trump would not say if he reviewed
new intelligence to support his claim.
He told the Times he would say more

"at the right time."
Rice is the latest target for Trump
and his embattled defenders. She has
firmly denied that she did anything
inappropriate in requesting the identities of Trump associates. As the national security adviser, Rice would
have been authorized to seek identities of people whose names were redacted from intelligence reports. Officials typically "unmask" Americans if it is deemed necessary for understanding the information. Some
Trump allies have accused Rice of
unmasking officials for political reasons.
"Absolutely false," Rice declared

Tuesday.
Trump on Wednesday disagreed.
When the Times asked him if Rice
broke the law, he said, "Do I think?
Yes, I think." The president did not
specify what law he thinks Rice may
have broken.
Erin Pelton, a spokeswoman for
Rice, said, "I'm not going to dignify
the president's ludicrous charge with
a comment."
Trump's unfounded accusation
fits a pattern for the president. Last
month, he accused Obama of wiretapping his New York skyscraper
and later said Obama had spied on
his campaign. Neither allegation has
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Among those discovered alive were
two women and a boy found hiding in a shelter beneath their home,
the Civil Defense search and rescue
group told the AP.
The effects of the attack overwhelmed hospitals around the town,
leading paramedics to send patients
to medical facilities across rebel-held
areas in northern Syria, as well as to
Turkey. The Turkish Health Ministry said three victims died receiving treatment inside its borders. The
Britain-based Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights monitoring group put
the toll at 86 killed.

Trump accuses Obama advisor of wiretapping

@DEN_News

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its
coverage of the news. Any factual error the staff finds
or is made aware of by its readers will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error
you find to Editor-in-Chief Kalyn Hayslett at 581-2812.

Act's protections apply to LGBT
workers in the same way they bar discrimination based on someone's race,
religion or national origin.
The immediate impact of the 7th
Circuit's decision Tuesday is that employers in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin — the states under the court's
jurisdiction — would be breaking
federal law by showing bias against
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
employees.
But because the ruling conflicts
with all the others made by federal
appellate courts since the 1970s, the
U.S. Supreme Court may ultimately
have to decide whether to uphold the
Chicago ruling as national precedent
or strike it down as judicial overreach.

it’s more than paper
dailyeasternnews.com

been backed up by evidence.
Trump's first national security adviser, Michael Flynn, is under FBI
scrutiny for his ties to Russia. Two
congressional committees are also
investigating Flynn as part of larger probes into the Kremlin's influence on the 2016 election and possible coordination with Trump associates. Last week Trump said that Flynn, who resigned in February, should
seek an immunity deal.
Rep. Jim Himes, D-Conn., a
member of the committee, told
CNN that Rice is on the witness list.
A congressional aide said there were
more than a dozen people on the list.
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Drawing class builds students’ confidence CAA to talk
program
revisions
Staff Report

By Chaela Krueger
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
When senior psychology major
Fallyn Schwake walked into a Life
Drawing class her freshman year, she
saw an image she might never forget.
“At f i r s t , I w a s c o m p l e t e l y
shocked,” Schwake said, as she remembered seeing the nude models
used in the class for the first time.
“But I was instantly intrigued by everyone’s coolness with it.”
Though drawing a naked body
was never her intention, she now
considers this class one of her favorites.
Alex Harper, a junior geology major, is one of the models, students
like Schwake draw in art professor
Jenny Chi’s class.
“It’s very non-sexual, and it’s a total confidence booster,” Harper said.
A few people think it is strange.
However, Harper said most of his
family and peers find it interesting
and brave.
“It makes me less self-conscious,
and it’s an almost meditative process,” he said.
Harper first heard about the job
through a friend who previously had
a positive modeling experience.
To prepare for work, he usually
takes a shower so he is clean and focused for the task. Once he arrives,
Harper gets undressed behind a curtain and puts on something to cover
up. He then walks to his platform,
takes off his cloak and gets put into
position.
Harper has to stay in one position
for the entire class, either sitting,
standing or lying down for two and
a half hours, taking breaks about every 20 minutes to rest.
Harper will be in one pose for
two weeks, then Chi will mold him
into another pose for the next couple weeks.

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Maggie Thomas, a pre-medicine major, poses while senior sociology major Kian Gaines draws her in Professor
Jenny Chi’s advanced life drawing class in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Thomas said she enjoys the opportunity
to model because it allows her to help others study.

The positions are supposed to be
more relaxed, but Harper said his
back still gets a little sore.
While Harper has a few friends
in the class, he does not get embarrassed being naked in front of them.
He said he looks forward to seeing the students’ finished work because everyone has a different idea
of what they think is captivating and
beautiful about his body.
“It’s like looking in the mirror,
but everyone draws you a little different,” Harper said.
Modeling for the class has made
Harper more comfortable in his own
skin. He enjoys being a patron of
the arts and a “tool of expression.”
Harper was so interested in one
student’s portrait he decided to buy
it for $150.
In the advanced level class, he
said a drawing can be sold anywhere
from $50 to $200.

To be selected as a model for this
class, it is required to observe a class
session, do a trial run and finally, fill
out an application. Then, Chi decides who to hire.
She looks for models who show
an interest in the arts, not just people who want the job because they
are fascinated with the idea of having the “model” title.
Chi has been teaching Life Drawing for 14 years at Eastern. Not once
has a student dropped out because
of its difficulty or the fact that they
have to see and draw a naked body.
Chi said students usually know
coming into this class that she is a
tough teacher. However, the majority of students who are successful in
the class find it to be rewarding and
beneficial when done, she said.
“I would be nothing without
Professor Chi,” Schwake, an advanced level student, said.

There is a valuable purpose as to
why the class is taught, Chi said.
The majority of people in today’s
society do not respect the human
body the way they did hundreds of
years ago, she said, when the body
was viewed more aesthetically; a sign
of health, beauty and strength.
Chi said she is trying to revive the
lost tradition of figurative art, which
is a high art that peaked during the
Renaissance.
The students and models adapt
quickly when they learn the true nature of why they are participating in
the process, Chi said.
“People say it takes seven years for
a doctor to master his trade, but it
takes 10 years for figurative drawing,” she said.
Chaela Krueger can be reached at
581-2812 or clkrueger@eiu.edu.

The Council on Academic Affairs will
vote on previously tabled changes to admissions criteria and a description of the
Gateway program in the University Catalog at its Tuesday meeting.
This proposal would also change freshman admissions criteria from a threetiered system to a minimum, unweighted
cumulative GPA of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale and
a minimum ACT score of 18 or new SAT
score of 940.
If passed, transfer students would need
a minimum cumulative GPA of at least
2.00 on a 4.00 scale with a minimum of
24 hours college-level coursework.
According to an article in the News, after being prompted to review the Gateway
program’s description, Mona Davenport,
director of the Office of Minority Affairs,
deleted several passages.
One of these passages stated that
“maintaining a culturally diverse student
body, including adequate representation
of students in the total student body, is
an educational goal of the university. The
university measures annual progress toward its ultimate goal by increases in the
percentage of underrepresented students
in its student body. Underrepresented students include those who will be the first
in their family to obtain a college degree.”
In the article, Davenport said she was
insulted at the implication that Gateway
was the only way Eastern could maintain
a culturally diverse student body.
Now, Davenport said, the program has
four academic advisers and three graduate assistants, and the program currently
makes use of a Nelson-Denny evaluation
during orientation, but it does not offer
assessments in writing and mathematics.
Also on the CAA’s agenda is a vote on a
revision to the Music Departmental Honors Program.
The News staff can be reached at 5812812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.
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Angelica Cataldo

Innocent tone
makes films
more nostalgic
I have had the privilege of being able to grow up
as numerous books and franchises were made into
film series. As I grow up, I notice that the films and
the franchise in general have grown up with me.
One of the better examples is Disney and Pixar’s
“Toy Story” animated movies. The character Andy
grows from a young child to a college-bound young
man, within the same time frame that I and my
generation have gone through.
The first two movies put the characters into
many comical situations; however, in “Toy Story
III” the characters nearly burn to death (if toys even
comprehend the concept of death) before having to
stop a totalitarian teddy bear. The series went from
juvenile comedy to a very dark and dramatic plot.
The same can be said about those who grew up
with the “Harry Potter” films and books. The characters not only grow in age, but as people.
Although every installment had Harry fighting
for his life, the story got more twisted and tragic as
he grew up. We may not be fighting an all-powerful
serial killer for half of our youth, but we do lose innocence as we are introduced to reality.
It is interesting to also watch film series progress.
Chris Columbus directed the first two Potter films,
which have this sort of innocence to them, as Harry is not even a teenager yet. These films were shot
with vibrant, warm colors.
When the third book was adapted into a film
that was not directed by Columbus, much of that
innocence was gone as Harry’s story became more
complicated and dark.
However, the story was not the only thing that
was “dark.” The overall series after the second installment was shot with muted colors and contrasting
shadows.
Looking back at the original trilogy of “Star
Wars,” Luke’s character also goes through the same
“loss of innocence” journey, and his story quickly
become a tragedy when he is forced to confront his
father.
Lucas only directed Episode IV, which functions
as a basic introduction of characters. During Episodes V and VI, which were directed by Irvin Kershner and Richard Marquand respectively, the story
progressed into a much more sinister theme as Luke
had to fight his own father.
Although both directors captured the vibrancy of
the first installment, the last two films were considerably darker in both cinematography and storyline.
Seeing how the different directors portrayed each
installment for both the “Star Wars” and “Harry
Potter” franchise was a great way to see different aspects of characters, plotlines and cinematography.
As I get older, I find myself enjoying the more innocent parts of a series, and maybe that is me feeling
nostalgic about the innocence of my childhood, but
I find myself happier when I watch things like the
“Harry Potter and the Sorcerers Stone,” rather than
“Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.”
The first “Harry Potter” series over all is fantastic, but being able to reread and re-watch a young
Harry entering a fantastical world for the first time
is magical in itself.
Growing up watching these series of films have
opened my eyes to character development and the
overall progression of a story. It has made me aware
of the different styles of directing and cinematography, but it has also made me have extremely high
standards for movie and book series.
Angelica Cataldo is a junior journalism major.
She can be reached at 581-2812 or
amcataldo@eiu.edu.
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Staff Editorial

Conferences valuable for personal growth
A group of Eastern students will join students
from all over the nation in Memphis today to
present at the National Conference for Undergraduate Research on topics ranging from philosophy to biology.
Although few are as wide-ranging as NCUR,
nearly every major on campus has the chance to
attend or participate in a conference, as do many
clubs and organizations. Every student should
take advantage of these opportunities while they
are at Eastern.
Perhaps some students believe conferences are
old-fashioned or even useless. Why spend time
and money planning a trip out of town or even
out of state when you can learn new things by
reading blogs, listening to podcasts or watching
instructional YouTube videos?
For one thing, attending a conference or
workshop can help you decide if you really belong in that major. You will spend a weekend
immersed in that subject matter, surrounded by
other students as well as professionals. Sometimes, all it takes is a weekend around the people you were hoping to become to make you realize that is not what you want to do with your
life, or to make you feel even more sure that you
are on the right path.
Once you are confident you belong, you will

enjoy the chance to meet experts from your
field in real life. Perhaps they are the same people whose blogs you have been reading or whose
podcast you have been listening to. They are the
people who can guide you and inspire you, or
perhaps even help you find a job after graduation.
Most of the time, conferences have time set
aside for mingling in between or after sessions.
So even if you are not presenting at a conference, you should go talk to the people who are.
People at conferences understand that its purpose is part academic, part social, and you will
not be distracting them. They are there to socialize with like-minded people, and most are delighted to talk with students interested in their
area of expertise.
Conferences force you to break out of your
comfort zone. If you are attending a conference,
you might feel intimidated at first talking to experts in your field. But you will need to get used
to this if you plan to work in a professional setting. If you are presenting at a conference, you
may feel intimidated talking in front of a crowd,
but the more you practice, the more comfortable
you will become.
When you see that no one tears you down
or accuses you of being uninformed after your

presentation, you will feel less anxious the next
time. It is best to rid yourself of that anxiety
while you are still in school rather than on the
job, where you might not get as much slack.
Of course, one reason many students go to
conferences is to build their resume. Conferences are a great way to show that you have initiative and that you are engaged with your subject matter and with the academic world beyond
Eastern. You simply cannot put on your resume
“Watched a lot of YouTube videos about public relations,” even if you watch conference presentations.
There is nothing wrong with watching YouTube videos, and in fact you should to get a feel
for what conferences are like, as well as to learn
the material presented. But attending conferences in person gives you unique opportunities that
simply cannot be found in their online substitutes.
In a few years, you will look back on your
conferences and workshops as some of the formative moments in your career. Who knows?
Maybe someday you will be the expert all the
students want to learn from.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Title sequences: an audience hook, a dying art
It used to be the first thing you would hear
as you clicked on the T.V. Saturday morning.
With a bowl of cereal on your lap, you
pushed the channel number on the remote by
memory, sat back and settled in for your favorite cartoons.
You know it was about to begin with the
familiar song. For me, it was the faint sound
of seagulls with a pirate’s voice shouting, in
true pirate speak, “Are yer ready, kids?”
I am sure some know which show I am describing and can imagine the voice in their
own heads.
Title sequences are often ingrained in our
memories. Think about it: for a show you
like, you have heard the title sequence at least
as often as you have watched an episode.
Watching “Spongebob” is not a part of my
Saturday morning ritual anymore. When I
did watch it, the channel would play four episodes each morning. Multiply four shows by
the amount of weeks I spent watching cartoons in a year, and you have at least 200
viewings annually.
The plot and characters may change, but
the theme song was always the same from episode to episode.
However, title sequences have changed as I
have watched shows for older audiences.
“New Girl,” one of my favorite shows,
had a title sequence sung by the main actress, Zooey Deschanel. It was approximately a minute long, with the main characters
dancing and being quirky like the tone of the

Megan Ivey
show.
“New Girl” edited the theme song after its
fifth season. The song, if you can call it that,
was shortened to about 5 seconds, with nothing more than the title of the show and the
creator’s name.
The show is nearing the end of its sixth
season and I am still disappointed every time
I hear the cut version.
WIRED posted a video last week describing the evolution of TV title sequences.
It shed light on why I am still noticing the
change with “New Girl.”
Patrick Clair, the creative director for the
Antibody production studio, called a title sequence “the air walk between everyday life
and the state you come back into to watch a
show.”
It is a consistent theme to help audience
members transition into the world of their favorite shows.

Five seconds may not be enough for me to
get back into the show, especially after being
used to a minute-long theme song.
I may not like “New Girl”’s approach, but I
see that many shows are shortening their title
sequences, as well as having a theme song that
has nothing to do with the show. Creators are
able to have more freedom than in the past.
The video explained that before VCRs,
DVRs and online streaming, people had to
jump into a show live. They were not able to
read a description of the plot or read reviews
before watching. For these reasons, a title sequence served as a small taste and explanation.
Think back to “Gilligan’s Island” or “The
Brady Bunch.” These theme songs described
the characters’ situations. It helped new audience members understand the show’s premise
and gave them some background knowledge
to make it feel more familiar.
The same reasoning can be said for children’s theme songs. Just as cartoon characters wear the same “uniform” for familiarity,
a song that states a sponge is living in a pineapple under water gives viewers some context.
Title sequences are becoming more creative. Whether it is simple like “New Girl” or
extravagant like those on premium networks,
it is exciting to see how they have evolved
into their own artform.
Megan Ivey is a senior journalism major. She
can be reached at 581-2812 or mkivey@eiu.edu.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE1
“Daddy, I was raped,” Mortillaro
remembered saying when her parents
made the drive from Chicago to the
Cincinnati, Ohio hospital.
Mortillaro was eventually taken to
a separate psychiatric ward to undergo therapy. There, she heard the words
that stick with her to this day and
have become her motto.
“Everything you bury grows,” one
woman had told her during an art
therapy session, comparing emotions
to plant life.
Mortillaro said this concept is
about both the positive and the negative.
Feelings of hurt and anger, left to
their own devices, will fester, but so
will feelings of hope and love, she said.
Mortillaro said mental health is a
matter of choosing to act on the bad
and accept the good.
Upon her return to Xavier University, Mortillaro said the school offered
to conduct an investigation, which she
eventually accepted.

»

The school questioned her for three
hours on details such as what she was
wearing and what the weather had
been like the night of her rape.
Xavier’s investigation proved fruitless, however, when they informed
Mortillaro’s alleged rapist of the allegations, prompting him to seek legal
protection. With a formal court case
underway, the university was forced to
drop their own investigation.
Mortillaro consented to a lie detector test and told the truth.
The alleged rapist, who opted not
to undergo the test, was let off.
“They couldn’t do anything about
it,” Mortillaro said.
She returned to campus and occasionally encountered her assailant and
his friends, including one incident in
which they chanted “Free him.”
Mortillaro originally vowed to remain at Xavier University only if the
rapist faced charges, but she eventually decided to stay anyway.
“I didn’t want to give him the satis-

faction,” she said.
Mortillaro theorized that her alleged rapist’s place on the basketball
team played a key role in keeping him
free.
“He was a huge moneymaker,” she
said of the assailant. “Who cares?”
Mortillaro said the court case could
have turned in her favor if she had listened to one of her roommates and
gotten help as soon as she could.
“I felt like I was disappointing myself to have let this happen,” she said.
Being raped led Mortillaro to pursue a degree in criminal justice. She
graduated from Xavier in May 2015,
which she considers a major victory.
“It was a huge feat,” she said. “I remember crying.”
Mortillaro now tells her tale to promote sexual assault awareness.
“This is what I want to do with the
rest of my life,” she said.

rum will be 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in
the Charleston-Mattoon room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Refreshments will be
provided.
“We will be talking with Dr.
Glassman about issues that may occur and impact minority students

and diverse (registered student organizations,)” Estrada said. “Also, I
am making this a diversity event I
would like (the executive board) to
attend.”
Estrada said the student government is privileged because it gets
funds and other necessities that

Mallory Kutnick can be reached at
581-2812 or mbkutnick@eiu.edu.
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Jackie Mortillaro visited Eastern Wednesday to share her experience as
a survivor of rape. Mortillaro stressed the importance of realizing that
whatever you are going through, you are not alone. Somebody out there
has risen above the same thing yo are going through.

Student Senate

CONTINUED FROM PAGE1

Student Senate member Danny Estrada said he is excited to be
helping with the diversity committee’s “Help Me Help You” student
forum with Eastern President David Glassman to discuss making
Eastern a more welcoming community for diverse students. The fo-

may not be readily available for
other organizations.
“Don’t just talk about it, be
about it when it comes to diversity,” Estrada said. “We can claim
we’re a diverse student government
all we want, but until we do what
we did today, actually going to the

Capitol and representing EIU, people are going to say ‘There’s student
government, they’re not really doing much.”
Chrissy Miller can be reached at 5812812 or clmiller9@eiu.edu.

Reception to raise funds for scholarships
By Analicia Haynes
Online Editor | @Haynes1943
Organizers behind the endowment
fund for the Commitment to Excellence
Scholarship Program will host an open reception to ask for more donations.
The reception will take place from 4:30
to 6 p.m. Thursday in the 7th Street Underground of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Andrew McNitt, a retired professor
and one of the faces behind the endowment fund, said after reaching the initial goal of $25,000 within the first 18
months of establishing the fund, he wants
to double that and raise $50,000.
Funding for the endowment began

during the 2014-2015 school year. It has
support from both faculty and staff, McNitt said.
According to a press release, the Commitment to Excellence Scholarship Program is an academic merit scholarship automatically awarded to students entering
Eastern for the first time.
The scholarships range from $2,000 to
$4,500 per student annually and can be
renewed for up to four years, as long as recipients remain eligible.
The program was a result of a “strategic
planning process” during former Eastern
President Bill Perry’s administration and
was initially supposed to be funded with
state appropriations, McNitt said.
“Initially the argument (for funding

the scholarships) was because the state
appropriation was high enough that it
would compensate (the university),” he
said. “But those were the days when we
had an appropriation on a regular basis
and now it has become more problematic.”
The university may now struggle to
pay for these scholarships since the state
has neglected to pass a state budget ensuring that universities have appropriations.
The cost of attending any university has
also increased tremendously, McNitt said.
When attending school in the ‘70s,
McNitt said, he could work 10 hours a
week and make enough money in a 10week term to pay for his next semester’s
tuition bill.

“It is no longer possible to do that and
consequently, something has to be done
to keep tuition at a much more reasonable
level,” McNitt said.
He said this is why he and other faculty members, including members of
the Council for University Planning and
Budgeting, established an endowment
fund.
“The existence of the endowment is
also a way for the university to continue
the scholarships,” McNitt said. He said
though there was tremendous support for
the establishment of the program, an endowment was not created to try to compensate the university for the loss of the
appropriation.
“What we’re trying to do is establish an

endowment fund and use that as a way of
compensating the university for the difference,” he said.
McNitt said initially, everyone involved
had different ideas about how to raise the
money but in the end they managed to
come together.
His goal is to make the reception an
annual event to raise more funds and
reach higher goals.
There will be music and refreshments
at the reception as well as a fishbowl
where attendees can drop their contribution toward raising the $50,000.
Analicia Haynes can be reached at 5812812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.
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Top Left: A dragon rests
on display at the License
to Kiln ceramic art showcase today at Doudna Fine
Arts Center. Artist Emma
Mulholland submitted the
dragon for the showcase.
Bottom Left: Artist
Nicholas Eckmayer has his
creation “The Universal
Consciousness,” on display at the License to Kiln
ceramics showcase Tuesday
and Wednesday in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The artwork on display is
fom students all over the
world including Illinois,
Ghana and Beijing, China.
Right: This animal stoneware artwork was on
display at the License to
Kiln showcase in Doudna
Fine Arts Center Tuesday
and Wednesday. The stonework was created by artist
Dongzi Pan from Beijing,
China. The work displays a
mouse protecting it’s food,
a cat with nine tails, and a
bear.

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
620 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
For Release Thursday, April 6, 2017

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Place known for
pampering
4 Idaho motto
word
8 Winger of
“Shadowlands”
13 Dwellings for
castaways
15 Muslim minority
16 Doesn’t do
anything
17 Muscle
maneuverer
19 Bad-smelling
animal
20 Start of a
question is …
22 SoHo’s
metropolis
23 A, in Iberia
24 Ice hockey’s
Robitaille
25 More of the
question is …
32 Starter of
limericks
34 Handle adversity
35 Feel some
repentance for
36 Paraprofessional

37 Deck with a
Justice card

61 Emulates
Nicholson

39 Letters for Out
readers

62 Argentine
footballer

40 Blasting material

63 One in a jury box

41 Rainy day rarity

64 Wife in “The
Godfather”

42 Checkup
imperative
43 End of the
question is …

1 Proven as
accurate

47 Zero, in soccer
scores

2 Brash and
belligerent

48 Issa of comedy
49 Youngest Gabor
sister
52 Here’s what the
answer is …

G
A
L
P
A
L
S

E
X
T
O
R
T

I
M
E
A
N
I
T

A
C
U
T
E
R
T
R
I
A
N
G
L
E

M
E
D
U
S
A
I
D
E
D

U P
S
E D
A
Y A B R
S
M I
R I S
F E
C E S S
C K E T
S A Y
S
A S T R
L O Y A
S N I F
A I N T
S A G S

8 Quarrel or fight
about

59 Cornering
challenges

N A
A G
S O
N
A Y
L
F A
P
T

3

4
14

17

B
R
A
N
S
O
N

J
E
T
S
E
T
S

H
O
R
N
E
T

S
W
E
D
E
S

11 Payment for
tenancy
12 Pose in an
interview
14 Part of a tennis
match
18 Having a benefit
21 Conquered
insomnia
26 Make, in
arithmetic
27 Pungently
odorous
28 Sound from a
meadowland

5

6

7

8

15

9

10

11

12

16

21

22

23

24

26

27

33

28

29

34

36

37

40

52

30

31

35

38

39

41

43

42

44

45

47

48

53

54

57

58

59

60

62

63

46

55

49

50

51

56

61
64

PUZZLE BY PETER GORDON

30 Oompah-pah
instrument
31 Thomas the
clockmaker
32 “Toodles,” in
Twickenham

For rent
One and two bedroom apartments
across from Doudna. Reasonable.
(217) 345-2416
_________________________ 4/6

19

20

32

No. 0302

18

9 “How’m I doin’?”
pol
29 Footwear with
lozenges
10 Color like indigo

60 Ancient Iranian

G
P
O
A
D
P
I
E
V E R
A S C
P U
E N T
K
E I G
P R
C H O
R O U
E N S
W E E

2

13

4 Andalucía’s land

7 Island with
Diamond Head

58 Fastest
Olympian

A
D
A
M
A

3 Really quite
taken with

6 Yugoslav dictator

57 Country with
voodooists

C
L
O
A
K

1

5 Medical sorcerer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
T
E
S
L
A
S

Edited by Will Shortz

25

DOWN

CLASSIFIEDS

38 Tool for a
lumberjack

51 Nervous and
fidgety

39 Troubadour
offering

52 Effortless quality

41 Caucasus capital

53 Notice the
absence of

42 Mug in a
rathskeller
44 Blends or
conglomerates
45 Place to play
Centipede

54 Garbage disposal
site
55 Words of
enlightenment

33 In the posterior

46 Having more
clumpiness

56 Org. for the
Pelicans

37 Total for
scorekeepers

50 Physics class
eponym

57 Speak
indecisively

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.

Come back tomorrow to get the scoop on what’s
happening at EIU and in Charleston!

FREE RENT FOR HOUSE MANAGER.
Six bedroom home, washer and
dryer included, minimum five
roommates at $275 per month.
(847) 921-3180
________________________ 4/10

For rent
Rent an apt- choose a gift! Offering
military discount! Leases starting
summer or fall. 1,2,3, &4 BR Apts.
Carlyle Apartments (217) 348-7746
Thecarlyleapartments.net
_________________________ 5/1

Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse.
Call 24 hours for details.
(217) 549-2668.
________________________ 4/14

Close to campus. Nice, clean apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom. Starting
at $250 a bedroom. For spring semester 2017, fall semester 2017. No
pets. Fully furnished except beds.
Off-street parking and laundry onsite. Some restrictions do apply. Call
or text (314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

Affordable studio apartment good
campus location (217) 345-2516
________________________ 4/19

$$

Looking for 2-3 responsible students to rent a nice house affordable for the right party interested in
pursuing an education at Eastern
call (217) 345-2516
________________________ 4/19
Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1-8
people. 1-3 blocks from campus.
Rent $250 - $400 per person. Call
(217) 493-7559.
www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________ 5/1
Recently Remodeled Student Rental. $325 per bedroom. (217) 9620790
_________________________ 5/1
STUDIO, 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. FALL
2017. Great locations. Please contact us for more information.
(217) 348-8249 or visit our website at ppwrentals.com
_________________________ 5/1–

Scenic 71 acres with tillable land
and timber; improved with a
3,320-square-foot 5-bedroom
ranch home with finished basement, workshop, barn with apartment. A must-see property only 10
miles south of Charleston!
$599,000. Winnie Stortzum, Farmers National Company, 109 East
Main Street, Arcola. (800) 500-2693.
www.farmersnational.com
________________________ 4/14

Help wanted
Hampton Inn has a part-time front
desk position open. Apply in person at the Hampton Inn Mattoon.
________________________ 4/10
Bartender at Mac’s Uptowner. No
experience necessary. Must be 21
and available summer and 20172018 school year. Pick up application after 4 p.m. 623 Monroe
________________________ 4/12

10 Year Price ROLLBACK!
1-2 PERSON RENTALS

www.woodrentals.com
Like the Daily Eastern
News on Facebook to
get all the latest news
and sports info!

Call for appointment to view!

1512 A Street / 345-4489
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Iden’s undefeated record earns honor
By Parker Valentine
Women’s Tennis Reporter | @DEN_Sports

one point over the weekend.
They defeated Kent and Laura Van Eechhoudt
6-1 Friday and swept the duo of Phoenix Gandy
and Taylor Patterson Saturday.
Iden and Cliffe share identical 12-5 records in
singles competition this season. They have been
paired up in doubles play all season holding a record of 9-7.
This is Iden’s most successful season since her
freshman year, when she finished the season 116.
“I learn and grow from my teammates
throughout season, as they bring different perspectives and new ideas. Because I have a strong
bond with each of my teammates, our friendships motivate me to become a better player,”
Iden said. “I want to improve to better my team.”
This is Iden’s first OVC player of the week
award.
If Iden keeps up her strong play this season,
she will end her career with a positive record.
Though the relationships and bonds she has

Senior Kelly Iden was named Ohio Valley
Conference women’s tennis player of the week.
The award stems from Iden going undefeated
over last weekend’s road trip to Nashville.
“I feel excited and honored to represent EIU
and receive the OVC player of the week award. It
makes me even more motivated to continue improving on the courts,” Iden said.
Iden has been on a hot streak in conference
play this season; she holds a record of 4-1 in
OVC play. Iden won her singles match against
both Tennessee State and Belmont to add to that
record.
She defeated Belmont’s Laura Kent in three
sets, winning 3-6, 7-6, 10-5. She then went on
to defeat Ani Popiashvili of Tennessee State 6-3,
6-3.
She went undefeated in doubles with freshman Stella Cliffe as well. The duo dropped only

SEAN HASTINGS | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior Kelly Iden won OVC player of the week for last weekend’s matches, going undefeated
against Tennessee State and Belmont.

formed here seem to matter more to her than any
record could.
“I am fortunate I have had the opportunity
to play tennis for Eastern. It feels great having a
strong season, as I love representing Eastern Illi-

nois University, playing the sport I love and doing it with the people I love,” Iden said.
Parker Valentine can be reached at
581-2812 or at pivalentine@eiu.edu.

Schedule, injuries causing problems for baseball team
By Maher Kawash
Baseball Reporter | DEN_Sports
It is the halfway point of the college baseball
season for Eastern, but the team was held out of
action Wednesday evening.
The Panthers were set to host Illinois College
in what would kick off a five-game home stand,
but the game was postponed due to rain.
A makeup date has not been announced, but
there has been more than just rain on Eastern’s
schedule this season.
The Panthers have seen plenty of growth
from younger guys and junior college transfers
this year, but the win column still lacks.
A large part of the problem is the level of
competition but also game location.

Teach an activity!
-Canoe
-Gymnastics
-English Riding
-Softball
-Basketball
-Hockey
-Lacrosse
-Art
-Theatre
-Dance
-Pottery

Eastern has played 23 of its first 28 games on
the road this season, and it has resulted in just
five wins.
It is not uncommon for a Midwest team like
the Panthers to head south for the beginning of
their season considering the weather difference
across the country.
But, still there is room to question Eastern’s
schedule considering the struggles they have
faced, in recent years, when it comes to these
lengthy opening trips.
Anderson said there could be some change
to that type of scheduling in the future though.
Despite any odds against this team, head
coach Jason Anderson still carries plenty of confidence in his players and the rest of the season.
“We have a good group of guys that are

Come teach
your passion
this summer.
Looking for males and
females to join our staff
at Tripp Lake camp for
Girls in Poland, Maine.
Positions run June to
August. Apply online at
www.tripplakecamp.com

Call us today!
1-800-997-4347

WHERE THERE’S CHOICE,

THERE’S HOPE.

Abortion Care Up to 24 Weeks
Appointments are available this week.
Most women need only one visit.
Ask for student discount.

618-451-5722 | HOPECLINIC.COM

ready to go out and face these obstacles, and it’s
showed in the games we’ve played,” Anderson
said. “Yeah, we need to win more games, but
the games we’ve been in we’ve competed.”
The Panthers have shown it even in some of
their most recent losses such as the series finale
against Tennessee Tech.
Eastern was in position to win the game until three runs in the bottom of the eighth from
the Golden Eagles lost them the game.
That has been the trend of this season for
Eastern as the team continues to search for a
complete game where it does not lose a late
lead.
Anderson said reducing walks is a major key
for his pitching staff to improve as the team has
already given up 170 this year.

To put that into perspective, Southeast Missouri, the Panthers’ upcoming opponent, has
walked just 66 batters this season.
So, the room for improvement is there, but
it is clear Anderson and his team are growing,
and a fine example is the development of the
batting order.
Anderson said there has been some injuries
already this season in the lineup so there has
not been too much room to tweak anything.
The rainout gave Eastern another day of rest,
which could be capitalized on when Southeast
Missouri comes to town for a weekend series
beginning Friday.
Maher Kawash can be reached at
581-2812 or mwkawash@eiu.edu.
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Pickens recalls, overcomes mumps
By Adam Shay
Feature Story Writer | @DEN_Sports
According to the Center for Disease
Control, there were 5,311 reported cases involving mumps around the United
States. Eastern women’s golfer senior Alexandra Pickens was one of them.
The first symptom Pickens experienced last April was when her mouth began to hurt on a Tuesday night, just six
days before conference. Pickens said she
was studying at Booth Library with her
friends when suddenly she felt as if someone had just punched her in the jaw.
“It started off as if somebody had
punched me in the jaw and I noticed it
the night before in the library,” Pickens
said. “I was able to open my mouth, but
it hurt.”
Pickens went to the doctor on
Wednesday and was diagnosed with the
mumps. With five days before conference, she became worried about her
chances of competing, even though the
doctors gave her medical clearance.
Pickens called her coach Mike Moncel that day, Pickens said Moncel was
shocked to hear the news but Moncel
took a chance on her.
“I called him before I had to go home
that Wednesday and he said, ‘are you serious?’” Pickens said. “He asked me if I
was going to play. I told him the doctor
said I’d be cleared to play, but she wasn’t
sure if I physically could. So, he took a
chance and brought me anyway.”
When Pickens was diagnosed, she
said her contagious mumps prevented
her from traveling to conference with the
team because mumps is contagious.
“I was diagnosed on Wednesday before we had to leave and I was contagious
for five days, so I couldn’t be around people,” Pickens said. “They made me go
home and my parents drove me down
separately for conference.”
The Monday morning of the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship, Pickens said she remembers how she felt and
what was going through her mind at the
time.
“It was terrible,” Pickens said. “I remember I was on the range that morning and I had to squat down and sit on
the range just because I couldn’t stand

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior Alexandria Pickens has competed in 14 rounds in six events this season for the Eastern women’s golf team this season. Pickens has an average
round score of 84 this season and 86 for her career for the Panthers.

up. I didn’t think I was going to make
it.”
For the first six holes, Pickens was able
to golf while she had mumps. Right after the sixth hole though, Pickens knew
she had to call it quits.
Due to a lack of eating over the three
days prior, Pickens said the mumps had
caused her to struggle mentally, physically, and visually.
“I was so mentally weak and tired, I
had to withdraw after the first round because I hadn’t eaten in three days,” Pick-

ens said. “I made it through six holes
and was like ‘I can’t do it anymore.’ I was
standing over the ball and it was like my
vision was pulsing.”
After her first round, Pickens was
forced to withdraw. Pickens shed tears
because for the first time in her life, she
was unable to compete due to health-related issues.
“I had to withdraw and I was so sad,”
Pickens said. “I definitely let some tears
go. It was the first time in my life I was
sidelined for an injury or illness.”

Pickens was finally able to eat after
three days without having a substantial
meal. Pickens said she felt fine after eating two meals, but it was still a challenge
to compete the next day.
“I came back the second day because
I was able to eat that night finally and I
was able to eat breakfast,” Pickens said.
“I was fine, but the second day was still
hard.”
Due to her illness, Pickens was forced
to disqualify from the first round, but
showed strength in the second and third

round when she shot back-to-back 83’s.
Her scores did not count for individual
placing, but they went towards the Panthers’ overall score.
This spring, Pickens is healthy and has
set some goals for herself to make up for
last year.
“I would like to shoot in the 70’s all
three days,” Pickens said, “and have our
team place better than last year.”
Adam Shay can be reached at
581-2812 or at acshay@eiu.edu.

Albert leads team with 12 home runs
By Maria Baldwin
Feature Story Writer | @DEN_Sports
If there is one thing junior transfer Matt Albert knows, it is how to hit a
homerun.
Albert has 10 homeruns this season,
and even hit two homeruns last weekend
against Tennessee Tech.
“Once I started hitting more consistently I fell into a comfort zone. When
you hit a homerun, it happens so fast. You
get a shot of adrenaline, especially if it’s a
big homerun and you take the lead,” Albert said.
There is always room for improvement
and Albert is working in practice to perfect his swing.
“I moved back in the box a little bit,
because my swing is long, so I moved
back to give it more time to get in the
zone, but I just had to start earlier, getting
my hands back earlier,” Albert said. “I also
had to direct my hands toward the pitcher
instead of away from the pitcher.”
Transferring into a NCAA Division
I program can be intimidating, but after
a few short weeks of getting used to the
level of play, Albert is already the powerhouse for the Panthers.
“I did not start off very well, the first
two weekends, I made a small adjust-

ment getting my timing down and starting a little earlier and it just started to click
immediately,” Albert said, “Most of my
weaknesses are related to my mechanics, because I have a long swing. Mentally, I know that I’m 100% locked in to this
season, but I just need to make sure that
I am doing my job, as best as I can, and
hopefully, with me doing my job, other people can get the ball rolling on their
end.”
Albert did not expect to be in the position he is now, but said he does not make
a big deal out of his successes.
“I didn’t expect to make such an impact at all, coming out of a juco,” Albert
said, “I didn’t know what to expect at this
level of play. And after the first few weekends I questioned if I really had what it
takes to play baseball at this level. I started
doing well, and now I feel like I can take
on anybody.”
When Albert hits that homerun, he
always hustles around the bases even
though his teammates wish he would
show off a little bit.
“I tend to run around the bases quickly, even though everyone in
the dugout tells me to do a bat-flip,”
Albert said. “But I don’t do that. The only
homerun I’ve hit where I’ve jogged a little
slower was last weekend against Tennessee
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Junior Matt Albert said he did not expect to earn 12 home runs but he refuses to let his success distract him from
improving in other areas. Albert is also tied-third in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Tech. I knew that one was gone right off
the bat.”
Redshirt junior Frankie Perrone loves
having Albert around.
“He is a great kid who comes to practice every day with an attitude to get bet-

ter, he’s very soft spoken but I love having him around,” Perrone said. “The team
adjusted well to having him this year, because he’s just so likeable, and it didn’t take
him long to become a brother to us. He
is also helping us tremendously this year,

he’s driving in a lot of runs for us which
helps us win games. If he can keep it up,
we will be successful the rest of the year.”
Maria Baldwin can be reached at
581-2812 or at mjbaldwin@eiu.edu.

